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Exotic Timber Products
THE future of timber is in black and
white! For centuries, timber has been
used in construction, it’s one of the most
versatile, durable, sustainable and
beautiful elements in construction. Most
people, consumers and specifiers alike,
enjoy using timber, but are confused by
the diverse range, features versus
benefits and environmental
consequences.
It’s now easier to source, sample,
specify and supply timber products, all
from one company.
Since 1985, Australian Timber
Products, trading as Austim, has built
their reputation as one of WA’s most
innovative timber supply and importing
companies.
To further consolidate our position in
the WA market, Austim is excited to
announce the launch of the new
corporate brand of: SOLIDS. The SOLIDS
range consists of 50 of the most unique
and widely specified timber products,
from Australia, Africa, Canada, North
America, Europe and Asia Pacific.
We have aligned ourselves only with
producers who share the same vision as

we do, and are passionate about timber.
As a point of difference we aim to source
products only from responsibly managed
resources and sustainably certified
producers.
Austim can provide full “Chain of
Custody” certification on a range of
products, so as to ensure your next
project meets your environmental
expectation.
Incorporated into the SOLIDS range, is
a full range of certified recycled
Australian Hardwoods, re-engineered
from power poles, wharf and bridge
timbers.
To coincide with the launch of SOLIDS,
new marketing tools are available to
support specifiers, with distinctive and
comprehensive sample folders, samples
for colour boards, and a brand new
website.
To experience SOLIDS, visit our
website.
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